
Technical Rider

Stage setup

Stage plan

Other information

Contact Albert Man

1 Stage Piano - Nord Stage II (Stereo line-out)
1 Lead Vocals - Will bring microphone SHURE Beta 87C (requires phantom power). May also use a TC Helicon 
                            Mic Mechanic Pedal on vocal depending on the venue. This gives Albert control over effects such as reverb.
1 Drum Kit - Liberty drums 22', 16', 12'. 14' snare (or house kit). 1 zildjian crash cymbal, 1 ride, 1 hi-hat. All hardware
1 Bass Guitar (will use house amp, if provided)
1 Guitar (will use house amp, if provided)
2 Backing Vocals - Drummer and guitar player  

Tel: +44 7918652368 / +44 7879491468
Email: info@albertman.com
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Thank you for your interest in booking a show for Albert Man. Below is a list of technical requirements.

ALBERT MAN (LEAD VOCAL & PIANO) – Albert uses an in-ear monitoring system. He will mix his own vocal and piano 
levels via an in-ear mixer which is set up on top of his piano. Headphone out on the Nord goes into his mixer and stereo 
jack outputs to the desk. The lead vocal mic needs to first go into the in-ear mixer then back out via a “mic thru” so 2 
XLR leads are required (this doesn’t effect the signal in any  way unless the Mic Mechanic pedal is used). Albert will 
provide the XLR lead for use with his mic into the mixer. An ambient microphone is set up which is also fed into the 
in-ears to hear the surroundings and other musicians. It’s a self-contained monitoring system which doesn’t need 
much input from the engineer unless an in-ear mix is offered by the engineer which can be introduced to the in-ear 
mixer via XLR or mono-jack. The “Stage Monitor” should be set up as a backup incase there is a problem with the in-ear 
system but isn’t necessarily required.  
NB. FOUR WEDGES NOT NECCESARILY NEEDED IF VENUE HAS FEWER. CAN SHARE BETWEEN MUSICIANS. 
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